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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we make remarks on two different linear group problems. The 
first concerns the structure of G&(R) f or certain rings, and generalizes some 
results of [5]. The second considers residual finiteness of the linear group 
GL,(R). 
Our notation follows that of [5]. We mention, however, the following. Let us 
fix a ring R (associative with 1). We denote by U(R) the group of units of R 
and write U,(R) for U(R) u {O>. For any ring R, denote by S = S(R) the 
additive subgroup generated by U(R). Clearly 5’(R) is in fact a subring of R 
(the least subring containing U(R)) and U(S(R)) = U(R). We call R a U-ring 
if R = S(R). GL,(R) denotes the group of invertible n x n matrices over R, 
and T,(R) the subgroup of GL,(R) consisting of lower triangular matrices with 
units on the diagonal. D,(R) denotes the subgroup of GL,(R) consisting of 
diagonal matrices. Let T;(R) denote the group consisting of matrices of the form 
o! 0 
t ) * P 
01, p E U(R) such that CC/~ E U(R)‘, 
where U(R)’ is the commutator subgroup of U(R). We set 
D(a,B) = (; i) (OL, /3 E U(R)) and E(a) = (“1 A) (n E R). 
Following [5] we let E,(R) denote the subgroup of GL,(R) generated by the 
E(a) n E R, and GE,(R) the subgroup generated by Z!‘,(R) and D,(R). 
We shall require the following result [5, Theorem 2.21. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Cohn). Let R be any ring and denote b-v GE,(R) the group 
generated 0-v all matrices D(q /3) (9, j3 E U(R)) and E(a) (a E R), and set D(e) = 
P a, u-l). These generators sutz’s~v the relations 
$3 I I6 I /z-4 
E(u) E(0) E(b) = -E(a + b), (1.1) 
E(ol) E(a-1) E(a) = -D(a), (1.2) 
E(a) D(ol, 8) z= D(p, CX) E(/3-l aa). (1.3) 
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These relations, together with those in the group D,(R) generated by the [)(a, /3) 
imply 
E(0)” = -I, E(l)3 = -I, E(-l)3 = I, ( 1.4) 
E(a)-1 = E(0) E(--a) E(O), (1.5) 
E(a) E(b)-l = E(c7 - b) E(0) l z -E(a - b) E(O), (I.61 
E(a) E(b)-l E(c) =.= E(a - h + c), (1.7) 
E(a) E(N-I) E(b) = E(a ~ a) D(u’) E(b - ‘k), (1.8) 
E(a) E(a: $- 1) E(P ; 1) E(b) 
:= -E(a - am-l) D(a) E(- 1 ~ ti m1 - jP1) D(p) E(b ~ /3-l). (I .9) 
Moreover, they imply that the group E,(R) generated by all E(u) is normal in 
GE,(R) and that every element iz of GEz(R) can be expressed in standard form as 
il =L D(a, p) E(q) &(a,) ... E(a,), (1.10) 
where ~1, p E U(R), aj E R, and such that a, $ C:,(R) for I < i < I’ and a, , a2 
are not both zero in the case Y = 2. 
The relations (I. I)-( 1.3) together with the relations in the diagonal subgroup 
D,(R) are called the universal relations for GE, . A ring R is said to be mirevsal 
for GE, if the universal relations for GE, form a complete set of defining relations 
for GEz(R). For example, any local ring is universal for GE, (cf. [5, Theorem 4.11). 
A special class of rings universal for G,!$ is the class of rings for which there 
is no relation in GE,(R) of the form zo =- 1, where zu is a nonempty word in 
standard form. Such a ring is said to he quasi-free fnv GE, For example, by 
[S, Theorem 4.11 a local ring is quasi-free for GE2 if and only if it is a skew field. 
Later (Theorem 2.5) we characterize the rings which are quasi-free for GE, as 
those rings that arc universal for GE? such that S(R) is either a skew field or Z. 
3. GENERALIZED FREE PRODUCTS AND GENERATING SETS IN GE,(R) 
For a E R we write B,,(a) = (i T), B,,(a) =z (i y). Notice that E(0) B,,(a) == 
E(a). 
LEMMA 2. I. Let R be a ring universal for GE, . If S = S(R) is the subvizg 
of R generated by C’(R), then 
(i) GE,(R) = GE,(S) *r,(n T,(R). 
(ii) E,(R) = E,(S) ry;(S) T;(R). 
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Here G + H denotes the generalized free product of two groups G and H 
amalgamating a common subgroup T. 
Pmof. (i) Let f: GE,(S) c+ GE,(R) and g: T,(R) C-+ GE,(R). Since 
f 1 T,(S) = g 1 T,(S), f and g can be simultaneously extended to a homo- 
morphism 4: G-US) *T,(S) TAR) ---f GE,(R). Since (G&(S), T,(R)) = GE,(R), 
we see that 4 is onto. Now we define a homomorphism p: GE,(R) -+ GE,(S) *T2(s) 
T,(R) in which D(a, ,6?) w D(oI, /3), E(a) tt E(0) B,,(a). ,W is well defined since, 
as is easily checked, the universal relations for GE, are preserved. Clearly 
pLb) = 1, and so 4 is an isomorphism. 
(ii) In the proof of [5, Theorem 9.11 it is shown that for any ring, D(ol, /3) E 
E,(R) provided that $2 E U(R)‘. Thus T;(R) C E,(R), and clearly E,(R) := 
(E,(S), T;(R)). Let A E Es(S) n T,(S). Then A = D(a:, ,@) B,,(s) E T,(S) and 
so D(N, p) E J&(S). Since R is universal for GE, , [5, Theorem 9.11 implies 
that $3 c U(R)‘. Hence A E T;(S). On the other hand we have T;(S) C E,(S) n 
T,(S) and so T&S) = Es(S) n T,(S). T rivially T;(R) n Tz(S) = T;(S). Now 
the result follows from (i). 1 
M’ith the additional assumption that S is universal for GE, , Silvester [ 10, 
Corollary 91 proves the first part of the above Lemma. 
If a group G is the generalized free product of two groups A, B amalgamating 
a common subgroup H then, as is well known, 
1 # a,b,a,b, .” an& (a,~iZ, bj~B, n > l), 
where n, E d\H for i f 1, bi E B\H f or i # n. We will make frequent use of 
this property. 
LEMMA 2.2. If R is universal for GE, and S is quasi-free for GE, then R is 
quasi-free for GE, . 
Proof. We must prove that there is no relation of the form 
1 = D(a, p) E(a,) ... E(a,) (n > 3), 
where a, 6 U,,(R) for I < i < n. If ai E S for all i, then we can regard the above 
relation as holding in GE,(S) and since S is quasi-free for GE2 this cannot 
happen. Thus we may assume ai $ S for some i. By multiplying together con- 
secutive E(aj) for which ai E S we may express this relation in the form 
1 = g,WiJ gz&i,) ... on&(ai,) g,+l , 
where ai $ S, gj E GE,(S). If R = 1, then ai 3 1 would be an entry in the matrix 
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gy’g;’ so it would lie in S, a contradiction. So k > 1. Set h, ~ giE(0). Then we 
obtain 
By Lemma 2. I we have only to show that h, # 7’,(S) for 2 ..: i .._ lz. For i - 2, 
hi = E(bl) ..’ E(b,,,) E(0) h, E S\U,(R), so if hi E T,(S), say 12, = D(y, 6) B,,(a) 
y, s c U(R). a E s, then 
I D(, 1, S-1) E(b,) ‘.. zqb,,,) h---n), bj E S\U,(R) 1’ js;m. 
Since S is quasi-free for GE, this is impossible, and the lemma is proved. 1 
I,EMMA 2.3. Lf R is quasi-free for GE2 , then 
(i) R has no proper zero divisors; 
(ii) if .XE U(R)\{l, --I\, then either s ~tm I OP .T - 1 belongs to I’(R); 
(iii) ;f s, ~2 E I:,(R), then either s t- y OII .x ~- y belongs to C,,,(R). 
Z’~.oof. (i) Let s, y E R such that xx’\’ 0. Then (yx)’ m=- 0 and so I /- y.v f- 
C,‘(R). Sow wt’ have 
I = D(l, (I 7~ Jx)‘) E(s) E(y) ,F:(--4) E(- J), 
Since, by hypothesis, Ris quasi-free for G&we have either s t C!,,(R) or!E I,,(K). 
Therefore either s _ = 0 or v = 0. 
(ii) If .V E C.‘(R) we have 
I D(S”, +) E(x- 1 - s-2) E( I -+ s) E( I - s) E(--.v 2 --- s I), 
and so either 1 -- s or I -~ .r t U”(R). 
(iii) This follows easily from (ii). 1 
LEnrivrx 2.4. Suppose R is quasi-free j& GE, utzd 2 6 i.;,,(R). If s E C.(R): 
fl, -I] then I ~ s E Z!(R). 
Proof. Let .Y E I:(R)\{l, ~ I I, and suppose that I - s $ L:(K). By Lemma 
2,3(ii), I - N E U(R). Hence I - .xa $ U,(R) and so by Lemma 2.3(iii). 
1 t .v? E 7.;,,(R). Now we have either (I + ,x)” - (I x”) E C’“(R) or (I f s)’ 
(I 1 9) t CT,(R). That is, either 2s E CT”(R) or 2( I -L h: ml- x”) E C’,(R). Since 
by assumption 2 4 [i,,(R) we see that the first possibility is eliminated. And so, 
since 3 is not a zero divisor in R we obtain x3 -j- s t- I :~- 0. Hut then 
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has characteristic polynomial t” - t f 1, so (E( 1 - x2) E(1 - x))” = I. Since 
1 - x $ U,(R) and 1 - xa $ U,(R), th e above relation implies that R is not 
quasi-free for GE, . This contradiction completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2.5. R is quasi-free for GE, if and only if R is universal for GE, 
and S is either a skew field OY Z. 
Proof As shown in [5], Z and every skew field is quasi-free for GE, . Hence 
by Lemma 2.2 the given conditions are sufficient. To see necessity suppose 
that R is quasi-free for GE, . Then S is also quasi-free for GE2 . Thus we may 
suppose R =-- S and the result will follow if we show that R is either a skew 
field or Z. 
There are three cases. 
(a) 2 = 0. Then by Lemma 2.3(iii), U,(R) is a subring, that is, R is a 
skew field. 
(b) 2 E U(R). If R is not a skew field we have 1 - x $ U,,(R) for some 
Y E U(R). So I + x E U,,(R). Hence 1 - x2 $ U,,(R) and so 1 + x2 E U&R). 
But I - (1 $ x2)/2 = (1 -x)(1 +x)/2 is not a unit so 1 $9 ~0 so 
1 +- x2 E U(R). Set 
/3 =: (1 + ~?-)(2x)-~, a, = 1 - 5, a3 = (x - 1)(2x-l, a, = -a&l, a4 = -/P1ae. 
Then we have 
1 2 W E(aJ E(a2) EC4 44 
with a, $ 1 ‘JR), a3 $ U,,(R). This contradicts the fact that R is quasi-free 
for GJ”, 
(c) 2 $ l:,(R). If C(R) = {I, -1 j- then, because R is generated by L:(R), 
R is a homomorphic image of 72. Since R has no zero divisors and 2 $ D;,(R) the 
only possibility is R == Z. This leaves the case L’(R) + (1, -1:. Choose x E 
l’(R);{l, - 1:. By Lemma 2.4, 1 - s E C:(R). Since 1 - x + I, -1 we see 
that 2 - x E C(R). Similarly we get 2 + x E U(R). Therefore 4 - 9 Z= zc E CT(R). 
Set 
a2 as 2s -1, p == -&y-.2, a, = -a&l, a, = -P-la,. 
Then 
1 = W &4 E(a2) 44 Et4 
with a2 $ U,,(R), a3 C$ U,,(R). Again this contradicts the fact that R is quasi-free 
for GE, . This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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A ring R has a unique standard form for GE, [5, p. lo] if (I .lO) represents a 
normal form for the elements of GE,(R). If R has a unique standard form for 
GE, , then R is quasi-free for GE, 
COROLLARY 2.6. R has a unique standard form for GE2 if arid only if R is 
universal for GE, and S is a skew Jield. 
Proof. Assume that R has a unique standard form for GE, . Since in U the 
standard form (1.10) is not unique (cf. [5, p. 25]), Theorem 2.5 implies that S 
is a skew field. Conversely, let us assume that R is universal for GE, and S is a 
skew field. Then, by Theorem 2.5, R is quasi-free for GE,. Let A E GE,(R). 
Suppose that 
A := D(cL, /3) E(a,) ... E(a,) (2.1) 
and 
A = D(y, 6) E(b,) ... E(b,), (2.2) 
where (2.1)-(2.2) are standard forms (Eq. (1.10)) for ‘4. We must show that 
~=y,~=Sand~=~z,ui=bi.Wemayassumen~~,andthata:=~-l. 
Since R is quasi-free for GE, we may also assume n > 0. For n >; 1, 
I = I+, 6) E(6,) ... E(b,) E(a,)pl ... E(a,)-l 
:= E(ap D(y, 6) E(b,) ... E(b,) E(a,)pl “. E(a,)pl 
== E(0) E(-a,) E(0) D(y, 6) E(b,) ... E&J E(0) E(-a,) 
x E(0) ... E(0) E(-a3) E(0) 
= &E(O) &I, 6) E(b, - ~+a$) E(b,) ... E(L) E(0) 
x E(-a,) E(-anpl) ... E(-al) E(0) 
= &D(S, y) E(0) E(b, - y-la,S) E(0) B,,(b,) ... E(0) 
Y &l(h) &,(--a,) E(O) %(--an-d ... E(O) M-4 E(O) 
By Lemma 2.1(i) we can regard this relation as holding in GE,(S) :tiT,ts) T,(R). 
But for 2 :< i < n, 2 .< j < m, a, , bj $ S so the only possibilities are: 
either IZ = 1 in which case m must also be 1 and it is then immediate that 
6 = y = 1, b, = a, ; 
or n > 1 in which case Bzl(bm) &,(--a,) and also E(0) B,,(b,,,) &,(-a,) 
E(0) belong to T,(S). This implies that a, = b,,, and the desired conclusion 
follows by induction. 1 
An important class of rings quasi-free for GE, is the class of discretely normed 
rings (cf. [5, p. 161 for the definition). In [5, Theorem 7. I] Cohn proves that a 
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K-ring (K a skew field) with a degree function has a unique standard form for 
GE, . We remark that there are rings which have a unique standard form for 
GE, but are not discretely normed. Let R be the monoid algebra (over a field K) 
of the additive monoid of nonnegative rationals. Since S(R) = K and R is a 
direct limit of polynomial rings over K, R is quasi-free for GE, . By Corollary 
2.6, R has a unique standard form for GE, . On the other hand R is not dis- 
cretely normed. In particular R does not admit a degree function. 
COROLLARY 2.7. The U-rings which are discretely normed are precisely the 
skew fields and Z. 
Let us apply the above results to obtain a description of the Abelianization 
E2(R),b for rings R which are quasi-free for GE, . In the case where U(R) is 
Abelian such a description is given in [5, Theorem 9.31. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be quasi-jreefor GE, . If U(R) = { 1, -l} then E,(R),,= 
R/12. If U(R) # (1, -I} then E,(R),, N R/I, w h ere I is the additive subgroup 
of Rgenerated by all cy, ax/3 - x (x E R, c&l E U(R)‘). 
Proof. Let 4: E,(S) + E,(S),, , #: T;(R) + Tl(R),b the natural homo- 
morphisms. Then, by using Lemma 2.l(ii), we have 
where M = {(4(t), -#(t))l t E T;(S)]. Suppose first that U(R) = (1, -l}. 
Because R has no proper zero divisors, S ‘v Z/p& p = 0, 2, or 3. In these cases 
there is an isomorphism E2(R)ab 3 S/12 defined by 
Since T;(R) = Ti(Qb = R x Z/22, we have 
Ez(R),, z (S/12 x (R x 2/2Z))/V cz R/12, 
where I’ = ((1, (-1, 0)), (6, (0, I))>. 
If U(R) f {I, -l}, then S is a skew field with j S 1 > 3, and in this case 
E,(S),,, = (0) (for a proof cf. [2, Theorem 4.91). Therefore 
-W% ‘v G~~bVG”(S)) ‘v T;(R) (GW)‘(T,‘(S)). (*I 
Set N : = ((3 ,“) 1 a/3 E U(R)‘, i E 11. Since I is in fact an S-bimodule, N is a 
normal subgroup of T;(R). Since T;(R) =-: <D(,u, /3), B,,(x) / ‘m/3 E U(R)‘, x E R) 
it is easily seen that Ti(R)/N is an Abelian group. Since T;(S) C N we have 
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(7’i(R))‘(Ti(S)) C N. Conversely, let (; z) E ;V. Then (T i) E B,,(y) T;(S) for 
some y E (~/3 - s ! x E R, CC/~-~ E U(R)‘). Now we have 
qp-1. a) B,,(r) zqp, a-‘) I&--s) = B21(c&3 - x). 
Hence B,,(y) E (T;(R))’ and so (; E) c (Ti(R))‘(T;I(S)). This proves that 
X = (Ti(R))‘( T;(S)). Define 
f: R - (T;(R))/(T;(R))‘(Tg(s)), 
.Y ---f B,,(x). 
Clearly f is onto. By the results above we see that Ker f = I. Then R/I N 
(Ti(R))/( Ti(R))‘( T;(S)). Now by (*), f&(R),,, ‘V R/I as desired. u 
For example, when R = K[t, S, i?] is a skew polynomial ring over the field K 
(S an automorphism of K and i! an s-derivation), then E,(R),, = (0) if 1 K j ‘- 3. 
Otherwise E2(R),,l, N R/ 12. 
A direct product R, x R, of nonzero rings cannot be quasi-free for GE, 
since it has proper zero divisors; in general R, x R, is not even universal for 
GE, . For example, if R _ Zj2Z A Zj2Z then S is the field of two elements so, 
by Theorem 2.5, R is not universal for GE, This also follows from [9, C’orollary 
281. The following results give some idea of when R, \C R, is universal for GE., . 
PROPOSITION; 2.9. If R is universal jbr GE’, (id cotvtaivzs tz vlovltkial idevvl- 
potent, then R is a CT-ving. 
Proof. Let e t R, c ~C 0, I, such that ez :- E. A straightforward computation 
shows that 
I = E(0) &(e) E(0) B,,( 1 - e) E(0) I&,(-e) E!‘(O) &(e - I), 
so by Lemma 2.1(i), e E S. Thus. we have shown that every idempotent of R 
belongs to S. NOW for any s E R, 
Z = D( I i- (e - 1) xe, I) B,,(se) B&e - 1) &,(--se) &(I - e). 
Since e # 0, 1, Lemma 2. I(i) yields se t S, and by symmetry s( 1 -- e) E S, 
so s E s. 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let R, , R, De Cngs. If R, x R, is universal for GE, then 
R, x R, is a C-v@. 
Let us write S(R) = {E(s), D(cY, 8) x s R, 01, /3 E C:(R)]. By definition, R is 
universal for GE, if and only if every map from /Y(R) to a group preserving the 
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relations (1 .l)-(1.3), together with the relations in D,(R), extends to a group 
homomorphism on all of GE,(R). We write J(R) for the Jacobson radical of R. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. (i) If R is universal for GE, , then R/J(R) is universal 
for GE, . 
(ii) Silvester [9, Theorem 12(ii)]. Conversely, if R, OY equivalently R/J(R), 
is a U-ring and R/J(R) is universalfor GE, , then R is universalfor GE, . 
Proof. (i) The natural homomorphism R + i? == R/J(R) x’ w X induces 
a group homomorphism f: GE,(R) 4 GE,(R). Since each unit in i? comes 
from a unit in R, f(X(R)) = X(R), and f is onto. Let p be a map off (X(R)) 
into a group G preserving the universal relations for GE,(w). Clearly pf can be 
viewed as a map of X(R) into G. Since f is a homomorphism, f preserves the 
universal relations for GE,(R). By hypothesis R is universal for GE, and so 
pf defines a homomorphism g: GE,(R) + G. If A E Kerf, it is easily seen that 
in standard form il = D(r, - 1, rg - 1) E(Y~) E(Q), where yi E J(R). Hence 
d4 = kf Wtr, - 1, rz - l))(tlf)(E(1.3))(~f)(E(~~)) 
and so 
h-0 = dwi, 4) kwQ) mW 
Since p preserves (1.4) we see that g(A) = 1. Therefore g(Ker f) = < 1:) and so 
g induces a homomorphism g: GE,(R) -+ G. Clearly j 1 f(A’(R)) =L p. The 
result follows. 0 
THEOREM 2.12. Let R, , R, be nonzero rings. If 
(i) R, x R, is universal for GE, , then 
(ii) R, , R, are both unizlersal for GE2 a?ld R, x R, is a U-ring. 
Conversel-v, if either 1 E Rl x R, OY 1 E R, is a sum of two units, one of which 
is a square, then (ii) => (i). 
Proof. (i) > (ii). Let p be a map of -Y(R,) into a group G preserving 
the universal relations for GE, . Consider the natural homomorphisms 
GE&R, x R,) & G&(R,). S’ mce R, x R, is universal for GE, the map 
p 0 (f 1 X(R, x R,)) defines a homomorphism 12: G&(R, x R,) + G. Hence 
hg: GE,(R,) + G is a homomorphism and (hg) 1 S(Rl) = CL. This proves that 
R, is universal for GE, and similarly so is R, . It follows from Corollary 2.10 
that R, x R, is a U-ring. 
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(ii) 2 (i). Since R, , R, are universal for GE,, GE,(R, x R,) has as 
defining relations the universal relations for GE,(R, x R,) together with 
Gh 0) &l(O, 1’) = %l(O, Y) Al&, O), 
(T Y) ERR x R,, 
(*) 
K!&, 0) G.(O> Y) = 4,(0, Y) ~,l(~, O), . (**) 
by [9, Proposition 7(i)]. The goal now is to prove that (*) and (* “:) can be deduced 
from the universal relations for GE,(R, x R,). Since in any ring we have 
B,,(x) = E(--x)E(O)-l, B,,(x) = E(O)-lE(x), 
it is easily seen that (*) can be obtained from (* *) by conjugating by E(0, 0). 
Let (x, y) E R, x R, . By hypothesis (s, y) = xr=, (ui , ni), where (ui , ui) E 
U(R, x R,). Using (1.3) and induction on n we obtain (**) as a consequence 
of the universal relations for GE, , and the following: 
&2(1, 0) &(O, 1) = &,(O, 1) B,,( 1, 0). 
If (1, 1) E R, x R, is a sum of two units, 19, Proposition 91 shows that (*x*) 
is a consequence of the universal relations for GE, . Thus it remains to consider 
the case where there exists a: c U(R,) such that a2 ~ 1 E Cr(R,). Note that (***) 
is equivalent to 
I = E(1, 0) E(0, -1) E(--l,O)E(O, 1). 
Using (1.3) we obtain an expression of the form 
I = E(1, 0) E(0, -a) E(-1, 0) E(0, a). 
Then we have the following reduction: 
H 1, 0) E(0, -a) E(-1, 0) E(0, LX) 
(1.1) - -E(l, 0) E(0, -cx)~E(O,O) E(-1, a) E(0, a) 
-+ E(2, (1 + a)-‘) D(-1, -1 - CY) E(1, -1 + 2(1 + a)-‘) 
x D(-1, -1 - a) E(l, (1 + a)-‘) E(-1, a) E(0, CX) 
@+ E(2, (1 + a)-‘) D(- 1, - 1 - m) E( 1, - 1 + 2( 1 + CY)‘) 
x D(-1,-l -a)E(2,(1 +oi))l--+)D(-l,ol)E(l,ol--ol+). 
So using (1.3) we can collect the D-factors on the left, and since (1, - 1 + 
2(1 + a)-‘) = (1, -(a - l)(oc + 1)-l) E U(R, x R,) we can use (1.8) to 
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reduce the number of E-factors by one. By another application of (1.3) we obtain 
an expression of the form 
I = D(% P) -q%) E(%) -q%). 
It follows that aa is a unit and (1.8), (1.3) can be used to reduce the number of 
E-factors to two. This relation must then be a consequence of (1.4). 1 
We need the following from [9] 
THEOREM 2.13 (Silvester). (i) [9, p. 21, Corollary 24, Corollary 281. The 
yings Z/62, Z/22 x Z/22, M.@/2Z) are not universal for GE, . 
(ii) [9, Theorem 14(iii)]. Let R be semilocal. If R/J(R) has neither Z/22 
nor M@j2Z) as a direct factor then R is universal for GE, . 
The following answers a question raised in [7, p. 2821. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let R be semilocal. Then R is universal for GE2 a. and only 
if none of the rings Z/27? x ZjZZ, Z/67!, M&!/22) is a direct factor of R/J(R) 
Proof. If R is universal for GE, , then by Proposition 2.11 so is R/J(R) = a. 
By Theorem 2.12 every direct factor of i? is then universal for GE, so by 
Theorem 2.13(i) none of the above rings can occur. 
Conversely assume that R is not universal for GE, . By Theorem 2.13(ii), 
R has Zj2Z or M&!jZZ) as a direct factor. In the latter case we are finished, so 
we are in the case i? = Z/2Z x R, . Since R is not universal for GE, , R is not 
local [5, Theorem 4.11 so R, # (0). If R, has Z/2& Z/32, or M,(Z/%Z) as a direct 
factor we are finished, so we may assume these rings are not factors of R, . 
By another application of Theorem 2.13(ii), R, is universal for GE, . Further, 
every simple factor of R, contains a subfield with more than three elements, so 
there is some 01 E U(R,) such that 01~ - 1 E U(R,). If we can show that R is a 
U-ring it will follow from Theorem 2.12 that i? is universal for GE, and by 
Proposition 2.1 l(ii) that R is universal for GE, , the desired contradiction. Now 
to see that i? is a U-ring observe that in a skew field with more than three 
elements every element is a sum of two units; and if n. > 1 and D is a skew field 
then every matrix of Mn(D) is a sum of two units [8, Theorem 121. Thus every 
element of R, is a sum of two units and so E is a U-ring. 1 
EXAMPLES. (1) The ring n/t,@? is universal for GE, if and only if m is not a 
multiple of 6. 
(2) Let G be a group, K a field, and suppose that the group ring K[G] 
is semilocal. Then K[C;I is not universal for GE, if and only if K = Zj2Z and 
G has GL,(Z/2Z) = Sym, as a homomorphic image. 
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The following lemma will be used to prove Theorem 2.10 below: 
LEMMA 2.15. Let R he mizersal .for GE2 , and M an S-subbimodule of R 
containing S. For ally wlation of the form 
Proof. The result is obvious in the case 3’ = A? so wc may suppose S I M. 
Now assume the result is false and consider a minimal counterexample, that is, 
a relation of the form (1) with IZ as small as possible and a, $ M. If a,, t S we may 
conjugate (1) by B,,(a), a E M\S, to obtain a relation 
where a’ + 111, and now a,, .~ n E lll:S. ‘l’hus we may assume a,, F S. Hv 1,emma 
2. i(i), there is an integer i such that a, E S and we choose i to be the least such 
integer. Clearlv I i i -: n. Then Ir, = ,yi13,,(aj) gi+l E GE,(S). If /I, & ‘I’,(S) 
we have a relation of the form 
which contradicts the minimality of n. Thus If, E TJS), so it can be expressed 
as lzi m: D(y, 6) B,,(s), for some s E S. Since q t# Jf it is easily seen that II .. 3. 
Using (1.3) to pull D(y, 6) through to the left, we obtain an expression 
I -. D(A, /3) &,(a,) ... ,fi-,B,,(a:_ 1 f s -C a,, ,) ... B,,(a,,) 
for some 1 c._ i ‘, 12. Notice that if i == 2, u; i s ~. ua $ 111, so in all cases this 
relation is (Jf the form (I) and so contradicts the minimal choice of II. ‘l’his 
complctcs the proof. 1 
Proqf. Since GE,(R) is finitely generated, so is U(K),,, [5, Theorem 9.51. 
Thus there exist elements 1 b, , b, ,..., b,, E R such that B(bi), IA(R) generate 
GE,(R). Let M be the S-subbimodule of R generated by the elements Oi , 
b, ,..., /jr1 . 1Ve will prove that I? ::m ;II. Let s t R. By using Theorem 1.1 we can 
express E(s) in the form 
E(s) = Qt. 8) E(a,) R(a,) ... E(a,,), 
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where a, E M. Hence we obtain 
I = q/3, a) &(a, - d$) E(0) &,(a,) E(0) “’ E(0) &(a,), 
and by Lemma 2.15, a, - (~~l.$ E M and so x E M. The result follows. i 
In [5, Theorem lO.l] Cohn observed the converse of the above result for 
arbitrary commutative rings, and conjectured the above result, proving it in 
the case when R is quasi-free for GE, [5, Theorem 10.21. In the commutative 
case a little more can be said. 
C’OROLLARY 2.17. Suppose R is commutative and is quasi-free for GE, . 
Then G KJR) is jnitely generated ;f and onl-y if R is finitely generated as an Abelian 
g’0Up. 
P~ooj.. Since R is quasi-free for GE, we know that R has no proper zero 
divisors (Lemma 2.3(i)) and that S is either Z or a field (Theorem 2.5). 
If GE.,(R) is finitely generated then by Theorem 2.16, U(R) = U(R),,, is 
finitely generated. Hence S is finitely generated as a ring so by Theorem 2.5, 
S must be Z or a finite field. Now R is finitely generated as an S-module, so R 
is nnitely generated as an Abelian group. 
Conversely, if R is finitely generated as an Abelian group then by the Dirichlet 
unit theorem, I.*(R) is finitely generated, and clearly R is finitely generated as 
an S-module; so by [5, Theorem 10.11, GEJR) is finitely generated. 1 
\\‘e close this section with an application of the results of Allenby and Tang 
in [I], concerning the Frattini subgroup @(GE,(R)). 
~ROPOSITIOs 2.18. Let R be universal for GE, and suck that R # S. If S is 
an S-bimodule direct summand of R then 
@(GE,(R)) = {D(A, h) / h E Z(U(R)), x” E @(V(R))). 
Here Z(C;(R)) denotes the center of CT(R). 
Proof. Let f: R ---f S be the S-bimodule retraction of the inclusion S + R. 
The map h: GE,(R) ---f GE,(S) in which D(ry, p) it D(a, /3), E(s) t, E(0) 
B,,( f (x)) is a well-defined homomorphism, since it preserves the universal 
relations for GE, . Since R =/ S, Ker h is nontrivial; further, Ker h n T,(S) =l I 
We deduce from Lemma 2.1(i) and [1, Theorem 2.11 that @(GE,(R)) C T2(S). 
But the only way a normal subgroup of GE2(R) can lie in T,(S) is for it to be 
contained in Z(GE?(R)). Hence the elements of @(GE,(R)) are matrices D(h, h), 
where h t Z( U(R)). If D(X, X) E @(GE,(R)) we will prove that Xa E @(U(R)). 
Let M be a maximal subgroup of U(R). If X $ M, then we see that U(R) =-= 
~;II, X Since h is central in U(R), M is a normal subgroup of U(R) and so 
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U(R) 2 C,-(R)/M is simple Abelian. Since GE,(R) is universal for GE? we have 
a homomorphism [5, Theorem 9.11 GE,(R) --t C(R),, in which D(h, h) w Xi. 
Thus we get a homomorphism GE,(R) -F U(R) in which D(X, X) w AZ. Since 
D(X, X) E @(GE,(R)) we obtain X3 E M. Therefore ha E @(U(R)). 
Conversely, let X t Z( U(R)) such that h” E @(U(R)). Assume by w-ay of 
contradiction that D(h, h) $ @(G&(R)). Let 111 be a maximal subgroup of 
GE,(R) such that D(X, X) $ M. Then M is normal and GE,(R)/AZ is Abelian, 
so GE2(R)’ C Ad. Since D(A) E GE,(R)’ (by L emma 3.3 below) w’e have that 
D(Xa, I) 6 M. Hence the kernel of the homomorphism U(R) ---f G,!&(R)/M 
in which ,\ I---* D(x, 1) is a maximal subgroup of I:(R) which does not contain h”. 
So h” $ @(I’(R)), the desired contradiction. fi 
Proposition 2.18 applies to the polynomial ring R == K[S] in one indeter- 
minate. 
3. RELATION BETWEEN E,(R) AND GE,(R)’ 
LEMBIA 3. I. Let R he a ring. Then 
in particulm 
GE2(R)’ = [GE,(R), E,(R)], 
G&(R)’ C &(R). 
Here [G, H] denotes the commutator subgroup of two subgroups G and H. 
Proof. Clearly [GE,(R), E,(R)] C GE,(R)‘. Since [G&(R), E,(H)] is a normal 
subgroup of GE,(R), it suffices to show that modulo it, D(ol, fi), and D(u, r) 
(CZ, p, u, ‘zi E b’(R)) commute. Since 
by symmetry WC need only to show that D(RUCU ~rz~~~, I) E [GE,(R), E.,(R)]. nut 
D(W& -111-1, 1) -= D(oL. 1) D(u) u(a~-l, 1) D(u ~I), 
and by (1.2) D(u) E E2(R), so the result follows. u 
For any subgroup J of the additive group of R let us write 
&dJ) = i&d~) I a E J). 
The subgroup of R generated by {(I -- CY)X, x( I - CY) s t R, cx E IF(R)! will 
be denoted J2 . Clearly Jz is an S-subbimodule of R. 
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The following result is essentially Lemma 1.6 of [3]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a ying. 
(i) KdJd C [G(R), -%(R)l. 
(ii) If J2 = R, then [D,(R), E,(R)] = E,(R). 
Proof. (i) Clearly B,,(s + ~1) = B,,(s) B,,(y). Thus (i) follows from 
B&(1 - a)) = D(a-1, 1) I&,(--x) D(% 1) B,,(x) (3.1) 
and 
&,((I - +) == D( 1) a) B,,(4) D(1) a-‘) B,,(x). (3.2) 
(ii) If Jz = R, then by (i), B,,(R) C [D,(R), E,(R)]. Since Dz(R) and 
E,(R) generate GE,(R), [D,(R), Es(R)] is a normal subgroup of GE,(R). 
On the other hand, E2(R) is the normal closure in GE,(R) of B,,(R) so the 
result follows. a 
LEMMA 3.3. For any (Y E U(R), 
E(a), D(a) E GE,(R)‘. 
Proof. The identities 
E(l) = &a(-l)-iD(1, -1))lB,,(-1) D(l, -1) B,,(l)-‘B21(l)-‘B12(1) &r(l) 
and 
show that E(l), D(U) E GE,(R)‘. By (1.3), D(u’) E(cr) = D( 1, a) E( 1) D( I, a))‘, 
and since GE,(R) is normal, it follows that E(U) E GE,(R)‘. a 
For a normal subgroup N of GE,(R) we define 
J(N) = (a E R j B,,(a) E Nj. 
By (3.1)-(3.2), J(N) is an S-subbimodule of R; however, it is not necessarily 
an ideal of R. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any ring R, there is an isomorphism 
I: R/J(GE,W’) - -%(R)IG&(R)‘, 
x F+ E(x -+ 1). 
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hoof. Since E(0) l B,,(x) B(O) E(I) == E(s mr I), it follows from Lemma 3.3 
that 
B,,(s) E GE,(R)’ -::- E(x -~ I) E GE,(R)‘. 
Hence f is well defined and one-one. By using ( 1. I) vve have 
E(x .- 1) E(? f- I) = E(x) E(0) E(1) L?‘(y) E(O) E(I) 
Again Lemma 3.3 yields 
E(s $- I) E(y I- I) E(s $ I’ -:Y 1) (mod G&(R)‘). 
Therefore f is a homomorphism, and is onto. This completes the proof. 1 
Notice that, by Lemma 3.2(i), Jz C J(GE,(R)‘); h owever, the reverse inclusion 
does not hold in general. For example, if R is the ring of integers in Q(t’z), 
then by [6, p. 1621, E,(R)/GE,(R)’ =L/2z but R/J, ‘v z/2Z x Zj2Z. 
We now consider various cases where there is an explicit description of 
E,(R)/GE,(R)‘. 
COROLLARY 3.5 (Cohn [5]). IJ’ R IS uniwrsal fov GE, then there is au iso- 
wzorphiswz R]J, 4 &(R)/G&(R)‘. s --) E(s ! I). 
Proof. Since Jz i J(GE,(R)‘), ‘t fh r su ‘ces to check that there is a map GE,(K)+ 
R/J? in which D(+ /3) ++ 0, E(x) L-, N - I. The computation proving that this 
preserves the universal relations for GE, is left to the reader. 1 
C'OROLLARY 3.6. Let R be quasi-free fol- GE, . Then 
(i) z’fC’(R) = [I, -11, then &(R)/GE,(R)’ r~ R/2R; 
(ii) ;f U(R) ~1 { 1, -I I, then B,(R) _~m GE?(R)‘. 
Proof. (i) Since U(R) =- [ 1, - 1 I, Jz = 2R, and the result follows from 
Corollary 3.5. 
(ii) By Theorem 2.5, 3’ is a skew field with I .S ! ’ 3 so there exists 
a E U(R) such that 1 ~- Y E C’(R). Thus J2 : R by the detinition of Jz, and 
the result follows by Theorem 3.4. l 
PROPOSITIOr*; 3.7. Let R be semilocal. Then 
(i) Ez(R)/GE,(ZI)’ ,Y (2/2;2)“. 
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where n is the number of irreducible representations of R of degree 1 over the jield 
zjzz. 
(ii) E,(R) n D,(R) C GE,(R)’ 
and the natural exact sequence 
0 + E,(R)/GE,(R)’ - G&(R),, - G-%(R)/&(R) - 0 
is split. 
Proof. (i) Since R is semilocal, i? = R/J(R) is a finite product of full 
matrix rings over division rings, say 
R N I x (Z/22)“, 
where 
I = M,,(D,) x *** x n/ln*(DJJ, 
with n, > 1 and Di # Z/22 if ni = 1. We wish to show that Jz is the inverse 
image in R of I x 0. Since every element j of J(R) is a sum of two units, 1, 
j - 1, we see Jz I J(R). So it suffices to show Jz = I x 0. But every element 
of 1 is a sum of two units, so the projection of Jz on I is all of I. And it is clear 
that the projection of Jz on (Z/22)” is 0, so Ja = I x 0 and we have proved 
that Jz is an ideal of R and 
RI Jz N (Z/22)“. 
Since Jz C J(GE,(R)‘), Theorem 3.4 yields 
I J%(R)I’%(R)‘I < 2”. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
By (6.1) the ring homomorphism R -P R/J, induces a surjective group homo- 
morphism 
f: E,(R)/GE,(R)’ -+ (E,(Z/ZZ)/GEz(;z/2~)‘)” s1 (Z/2Z)n. 
Thus / E,(R)/GE,(R)’ / > 2”. It follows from (6.2) that f is actually an iso- 
morphism and so (i) follows. The action of the isomorphism f on D,(R) clearly 
must be trivial, so E,(R) n D,(R) _C G&(R)‘. Finally since GE,(R) = D,(R) 
E,(R) it follows that the given sequence is split. 1 
If R is semilocal it is well known that GE,(R) = G&(R). Thus we have 
481/61/z-5 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let R be semilocal. Then 
GL2(R),b ‘v (Z/22)” x GL,(R)/E,(R). 
For completeness we mention the following 
THEOREM 3.9 (Silvester [9, Proposition 26(iii)]). Let R be semilocal. Then 
GL,(R)IEdR) ‘v WWW(R), 
where W(R) is the subgroup of U(R) g enerated by a21 (1 + ~y)(l + y~)-l (1 -+ my, 
1 + yx E U(R)). 
Silvester moreover obtains a description of GL,(R)/&(R) for each n 2 2. 
4. DETERMINANTS 
We define a 2 x 2 determinant for a ring R to be any group homomorphism 
such that 
G-h(R) - WG, 
D(% P) ++ ‘g. 
A ring need not have a 2 x 2 determinant, and even if R has a 2 x 2 deter- 
minant it need not be unique. Since the values of a 2 : 2 determinant are 
specified on D,(R), it follows that if R has a 2 >: 2 determinant its values are -- 
uniquely determined on the normal closure D,(R) of D,(R) in G&(R), and the 
possible 2 x 2 determinants are precisely the extensions to GE,(R). In fact 
we are really considering the possible extensions of D,(R) GE&R)‘(GE,(R)’ to 
GE2(K),, . 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If E.JR) n D,(R) C G&(R)’ arut R has a 2 x 2 deter- 
minant then it has a canonical 2 :< 2 determinant 
the kernel of A, is E,(R), A, induces an isomorphism GE,(R)jE,(R) ‘v U(R),, . 
Notice that the hypothesis E,(R) n D,(R) C GFz(R) holds for semilocal rings 
by Proposition 3.7(ii). 
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In the case when R is universal for GE,, Cohn obtains this isomorphism 
[5, Theorem 9.11, and our proof follows his quite closely. 
Proof. In order to prove that d, is well defined let D(ol, /3) E E,(R); then, 
by hypothesis, D(o~, fl) E GE,(R)‘. S ince R has a 2 x 2 determinant, @ E U(R)’ 
so A,(D(a, /I)) = 1. Th e remainder follows as in [5, Theorem 9.11. 1 
In general, A, is well defined if and only if, whenever D(a, 1) IZ E,(R), 01 E U(R)‘. 
Unfortunately not every semilocal ring has a 2 x 2 determinant. For example, 
take 
set e = ((: i), v = (1: i). Then 
E(-e) E(v) E(e) E(-v) = D(1, 1 + V). 
If R has a 2 x 2 determinant then it has the canonical 2 x 2 determinant and 
it follows that 1 + v E U(R)‘, which is easily shown to be a contradiction. 
The rings for which we can say most about 2 x 2 determinants are the 
U-rings. If R is an EU-ring, that is, if every element of R is a sum of an even 
number of units, the situation is rather trivial. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be an EU-ring. Then 
GE,(R)’ = E,(R), G-%(R) = 4(R), 
and if R has a 2 x 2 determinant then it is A, . 
Proof. Since R is an EU-ring it is clear that Jz = R; so by Lemma 3.2(ii), 
E,(R) = [D,(R), E,(R)] C GE@)’ C E,(R) 
and 
G&(R) = D,(R) E,(R) = D,(R)[D,(R), E,(R)] _C D,(R) C GE,(R). 
Then if R has a 2 x 2 determinant it is unique, and since E,(R) n D,(R) C 
GE,(R)’ this determinant is A, by Proposition 4.1. 1 
More interesting results hold in the case where R is a U-ring but not an 
EU-ring, for example, Z. 
Notice that if R is a U-ring then by repeated application of elementary 
transformations of the form 
(I ) interchange two rows (columns), 
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(2) add to the jth row (column) the ith row (column) left (right) multiplied 
by a unit of R; i -+ j, 
any matrix in GEz(R) can be reduced to a diagonal one. 
LEnlXIA 4.3. Let R be a c’-t&g that is nof an ED’-riy. Theta 
(i) J2 is an ideal of R and R/J? ‘v Zj2Z. The nafurul map GI&(R),’ 
D3(R) + GE,(R/J,) ‘v Sym, is an isomorphism and this induces a homomorphism 
sgn: GE?(R) - [I, - II that associates with any matrix in GE,(R) tlte parity of 
the number of eletnenfar? transformations of the form (I), (2) iti a reductiott of .-I 
to a diaCgonal matrix. 
(ii) GEz(R),h _ D,(R) GE,(R)‘/Gl$(R)’ >: Ez(R)/GEz(R)‘. Thi.s decottt- 
position induces a commutatk~e diagram 
GE,(R) -- GE,(R),, 
1 SW 1 
(1, -1) y-----f E,(R)/GE,(R)’ 
where the bottom YOU: is an isomorphism that sends - 1 to the class of E(0). 
Proof. (i) In general Jz is an S-bimodule; so if R is a C-ring then R =- S 
and J2 is an ideal and clearly R/J, NH/~Z. 
Now consider the natural homomorphism f: GE,(R) ---f GE&R/ Jz). Clearly 
D,(R) C Ker f. By (l.l), since R is a U-ring, R is generated by D(a, /3), E(a), 
E(0) (a, /3 E U(R)). It follows from (1.3) that E(1) D(ol, 1) == D(1, CY) E(a). This 
shows that GE,(R) = <D,(R), E(O), E(1)). Further, 
E(O)2 == --I, E(1)3 = --I, E(O)-lE( 1) E(0) E( 1)~” = B,,(2) E D,(R). 
Hence [GE,(R): D,(R)] < 6. Because [GE,(R): Kerf] = 6, we conclude that 
D,(R) = Ker f. 
Now observe that applying elementary transformations (I), (2) to a matrix 
A E GE,(R) is equivalent to multiplying A on the left and right by matrices 
of the form 
where u E U(R). The images of these matrices under GE,(R) - Sym, are 
transpositions, so on composing with the familiar map Sym, + (I, - 1) we 
obtain (i). 
(ii) First we prove that the bottom map is an isomorphism. By Lemma 3.3 
and (l.l), E.,(R) = ‘/GE,(R)‘, E(O)>. It is then clear that the natural surjection 
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E,(R)/GE,(R)’ + GEa(Z/2Z)/GE,(Z/2Z) c1 Z/22 is an isomorphism. Further, 
the isomorphism in (i) clearly induces an isomorphism E,(R)/&(R) GE,(R)’ n 
E,(R) rZ/2Z so D,(R) GE,(R)’ n E,(R) = GE,(R)’ and since GE,(R) = 
D,(R) E,(R) the given decomposition holds. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let R be a U-ring that is not an ELT-ring and suppose that 
R has a 2 x 2 determinant. Then there is an isomorphism 
(ifI , sgn): GE2(R),h -+ U(R),, x (1, -I]-. 
Hence for any matrix A E GE,(R), A belongs to GE,(R)’ if and onl-v if 0,(/l) = 1 
and sgn(A) = 1. 
There is a bijective correspondence between the set of elements a of C~V(R),, such 
that a2 = 1 and the set of 2 x 2 determinants for R by a + A, zuhere A, : 
GE,(R) --f U(R),, is determined by 
4p(% 8) = 4, 47(E(I)) = 1, d,(E(O)) = a. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, d, induces an isomorphism A, : GE,(R)/E,(R) ‘v 
W%, . It is clear from Lemma 4.3(ii) that GE,(R)/E,(R) ‘v D,(R) GE,(R)‘/ 
GE,(R)‘. Again by Lemma 4.3(ii), sgn: E,(R)/GE,(R)’ T (I, -I]-. This proves 
the first claim, and the remaining claims follow easily. 1 
We conclude this section with several examples. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Z has two 2 ;< 2 determinants, the usual determinant d, 
and another determinant d-i with the property 13-,(A) == sgn(i3) 111(ad). 
2. Since E.#+zZ) = SL,(H/nZ) then 
SL,(Z/nZ)/GL@/nZ)’ = 0 if n is odd, 
== z/22 if n is even. 
3. Let [, E @, a primitive nth root of unity, and set R == Z([,i). If n is 
not a power of 2, then 1 is a sum of two units [3, p. lo]. If n -: 2’, then the 
irreducible polynomial of E, over Q is Szrml + 1. Then 1 -L E,, satisfies the 
irreducible polynomial (zY - l)arml + 1. Hence the algebraic norm of 1 + [, 
is 2. Thus (1 -1 [,,)Z([,) is an ideal of R of index 2. Therefore JZ : : (I ~. [,,)Z(&) 
and so SL@([,))/GL&!(~,))’ cu Z/22. 
4. Let R be a commutative ring and G be a group. If R[G] has only 
trivial units, that is, U(R[G]) = U(R) x G (for example, if G is a free group 
and R is an integral domain), then R[G] has a 2 x 2 determinant. To see this 
suppose a: E U(R[G]) is such that D(o~, 1)~ E,(R[q).Then the image in Z:‘,(R[G,,]) 
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is D(&, i) and since R[G,J is commutative this implies 5 := i, SO CI E G’ _C 
U(R[G])‘. Hence d, is well defined. 
Notice that R[G] is a U-ring or EU-ring if and only if R is, so in this case we 
can use Lemma 4.3(ii) and Proposition 4.4 to give a description of E,(R[(;I)/ 
GE,(R[G])’ and GE,(R[G]),, . 
5. Let K[G] denote the group ring of a free group G over a skew field K. 
Then GL2(K[G]),b ‘v U(K[G]),, unless K is the field of two elements in which 
case GL,(K[G]),, N 2127 x U(K[G]),, . 
5. RESIDUAL FINITENESS OP G&(R) 
Probably the best-known result on residual finiteness of linear groups (over 
commutative fields) is Mal’cev’s theorem, which says that a finitely generated 
linear group over a commutative field is residually finite. Let G be a linear group 
over R, that is, G C G&(R) for some n > 1. To prove that a given linear group G 
is residually finite one usually looks for a subring R, C R such that R, is residually 
finite as a ring and G C GL,(R,). If such an R, exists, then GL,(RJ is residuall! 
finite and hence so is G. It seems natural to ask what conditions on R force 
GL,(R) to be residually finite. 
Let UT,(R) denote the group of lower unitriangular matrices over R. 
Then we have 
(ii) T,(R) is residuallyfinite if and only if R is residually$nite as S-bimodule. 
Proof. (i) If R is residually finite as a ring, then clearly UT,(R) is residually 
finite for all n. Conversely, suppose that UT,(R) is residually finite. For any 
normal subgroup N of finite index of UT,(R) we write C(N) for the set of 
elements that appear as a (2, 1) entry of some element of N. Let X, ,..., x, be the 
(2, 1) entries of some complete set of coset representatives for N in UT,(R). 
Then R = Uy(C(N) + xi) and so the additive group R/C(N) is finite. Hence 
the left R-module R/RC(N) is finite. Consider any x: E R, y E C(N). There 
exists a matrix of the form 
1 
i i 
yl EN. 
* * 1 
A calculation proves that 
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Hence we have 
Since UT,(R) is residually finite, n N = (1); so by the above, n RC(N) = (0) 
and thus R is residually finite as a left R-module. From this it is easily seen that R 
is residually finite as a ring. 
(ii) Suppose that T,(R) is residually finite. If N is a normal subgroup of 
T,(R) of finite index we have [R: J(N)] < co. Then n J(N) = (0). Hence R is 
residually finite as an S-bimodule. Conversely, assume R is residually finite as 
an S-bimodule. Then U(R) is residually finite. Thus it suffices to find for every 
1 # a = (k “1) a normal subgroup N, of Tz(R) of finite index such that a $ N, . 
By hypothesis we can choose an S-bimodule I of R of finite index such that 
x 6 I. Set 
N being a subgroup of T,(R) of finite index. Let N, be the core of N, that is, 
the intersection of all conjugates of N in G. Clearly a 6 N, and the result follows. 
In particular we have the following 
COROLLARY 5.2. If n > 3, then GL,(R) . IS residually finite if and only if R 
is residually jkite. 
(ii) If R is a U-ring, then GL,(R) . 2s residuall?, finite if and only if R is 
residually finite. 
For rings universal for GE, we will give some suffient conditions in order for 
GE,(R) to be residually finite. These conditions are also necessary if R is quasi- 
free for GE, . 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R be universal for GE, . Suppose there exist ideals 
Ih (h E A) such that 
(i) / S + I#, 1 < co and R/I,, is residually jinite as an Abelian group, 
(ii) &IA = (0). 
Then GE,(R) is residually jinite. 
Proof. Consider f,, : GE,(S) + GE,(S + IA/I,) and g, : T,(R) + T,(R/I,,), 
the natural homomorphisms. By Lemma 2.1 we have 
GE,(R) = GE,(S) *rzw T,(R)> 
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thus f,, and xn simultaneously extend to a homomorphism 
where H,, z= fA(GE2(S)) n g,( T,(R)). It follows from (i) that gA( T,(R)) is a 
finite extension of the group R/I,, , so g,( T,(R)) IS residually finite. Since, by (i), 
fdGW9 ’ ii ‘t 1s nl e we can apply Baumslag’s theorem [4, Theorem 31 and so we 
conclude that (b,(GE,(R)) is residually finite. Hence the result will follow if we 
show that n,, Ker +h : ,/ 1 ‘j. Consider the obvious homomorphism 
then l ,,C$,, : GE2(R) + GE,(R/I,,). So Ker (E~#JJ = 1 (mod M,(I,J). Since, by 
(ii), n,, I,, = (0) we get nA Ker $,\ := (,I 1’ . The result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R be quasi-free for GE2 GE,(R) is residual& jkite ;f 
and onb if R is residually jinitr as an ilbelian gvoup and U(R) is finite. 
Proof. Assume GE2(R) is residually finite. Since x :- (i y) gives an inclusion 
of the additive group of R into GE,(R), R 1s residually finite as an ilbelian group. 
Clearly GE?(S) C GE,(R) is residually finite. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that 3’ 
is either a skew field or Z, and in each case (Proposition 5.1) we have that U(R) 
is finite. 
Conversely, if ~1 : : N and I,, m_ .\I? then the result follows from Proposition 
5.3. 1 
~SAILIPLE. Let K[P] be th c monoid algebra over a field lC of the monoid 
P = {t” 1 q E Q, q >; 01, where f is an indeterminate. ZC[l’] is quasi-free for GE, . 
Further, GZ&(K[P]) m= GL,(K[P]). (Yearly, S(R) x k’. Suppose now that K is 
finite; then it follows from Clorollary 5.4 that GL,(E;[P]) is residually finite. 
However, we will show that K[P] . 1s not residually finite as a ring. It is easily 
seen that the only maximal ideals of kC[P] of finite index are 
Since lC has characteristic p ’ .. 0 we see that LY,l,ii I= 111, for all n : I , i I, 2. 
Therefore 0 i=l.2 7ljl J!1i7r =: M, n J& -L (0). Hence S[P] is not residually finite. 
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